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I’d like to share with you the opening parable from Richard Bach’s Illusions: the 

Adventures of a Reluctant Messiah.  You will know Richard Bach as the author of Jonathan 

Livingston Seagull.  Illusions is far and away the better story. 

‚There was a master come unto the earth, born in the holy land of Indiana, raised in the 

mystical hills east of Fort Wayne.  The Master learned of this world in the public schools 

of Indiana, and as he grew, in his trade as a mechanic of automobiles.  But the Master 

had learnings from other lands and other schools, from other lives that he had lived. He 

remembered these, and remembering became wise and strong, so that others saw his 

strength and came to him for counsel. 

‚The Master believed that he had the power to help himself and all mankind, and as he 

believed so it was for him, so that others saw his power and came to him to be healed of 

their troubles and their many diseases. 

‚The Master believed that it is well for any man to think himself as a son of God, and as 

he believed so it was, and the shops and garages where he worked became crowded 

and jammed with those who sought his learning and his touch, and the streets outside 

with those who longed only that the shadow of his passing might fall upon them, and 

change their lives. 

‚(It came to pass) that he went into the countryside, and people following began to call 

him Messiah, and worker of miracles, and as THEY believed, it was so.  And he said 

unto them. ‘Within each of us likes the power of our consent to health and to sickness, 

to riches and to poverty, to freedom and to slavery.  It is we who control these, and not 

another.’ 

‚A mill-man spoke and said, ‘Easy words for you, Master, for you are guided as we are 

not, and need not toil as we toil.’ 

‚The master answered and said, ‘Once there lived a village of creatures along the 

bottom of a great crystal river. The current of the river swept silently over them all – 

young and old, rich and poor, good and evil, the current going its way, know only its 

own crystal self. 

‘Each creature in its own manner clung tightly to the twigs and rocks of the river 

bottom, for clinging was their way of life, and resisting the current what each had 

learned from birth. 



‚But one creature said at last, ‘I am tired of clinging. Though I cannot see it with my 

eyes, I trust that the current knows where it is going. I shall let go, and let it take me 

where it will. Clinging, I shall die of boredom.’ 

‚The other creatures laughed and said, ‘Fool! Let go, and that current you worship will 

throw you tumbled and smashed across the rocks, and you will die quicker than 

boredom.’ 

‚But the one heeded them not, and taking a breath did let go, and at once was tumbled 

and smashed by the current across the rocks.  Yet in time, as the creature refused to 

cling again, the current lifted him free from the bottom, and he was bruised and hurt no 

more. 

‚And the creatures downstream, to whom he was a stranger, cried, ‘SEE a miracle! A 

creature like ourselves, yet he flies? See the Messiah, come to save us all!’   

‚And the one carried in the current said, ‘I am no more Messiah than you. The river 

delights to lift us free, if only we dare let go. Our true work is this voyage, this 

adventure.’ 

‚But they cried all the more, ‘Saviour!’ all the while clinging to the rocks, and when 

they looked again he was gone, and there left alone, making legends of a Saviour.‛ 

‚And it came to pass when he saw that the multitude thronged him the more day on 

day, tighter and closer and fiercer than ever they had, when saw that they pressed him 

to heal them without rest, and feed them always with his miracles, to learn for them and 

to live their lives, he went alone that day unto a hilltop apart, and there he prayed.  And 

he said in his heart: 

‘Infinite, Radiant Is, if it be they will, let this cup pass from me, let me lay aside this 

impossible task. I cannot live the life of one other soul, yet ten thousand cry to me for 

life. I’m sorry I allowed it to happen. If it be thy will, let me go back to my engines and 

my tools and let me live as other men.’ 

‚And a voice spoke to him on the hilltop; a voice neither male nor female, loud nor soft, 

a voice infinitely kind. And the voice said unto him, ‘not my will, but thine be done. For 

what is thy will is mine for thee. Go thy way as other men, and be thou happy on the 

earth.’ 

‚And hearing, the Master was glad, and gave thanks and came down the hill top....he 

smiled upon the multitude (which still waited) and said pleasantly unto them, ‚I quit.‛ 



Imagine.  Imagine that the life of the beloved, the job of giving people back to 

themselves, the job of loving people sacrificially, was handed right back to you. Imagine 

a world, imagine a marketplace where business transactions were conducted on the 

value of human dignity and human equality, and not on the power of exploitation to 

make money.  

 Imagine a world where the human heart was the measure for human justice and not 

the balancing scales of an eye for an eye.  (I was profoundly moved to see how the 

family of Lenami Godinez-Avila, the young 27 year old woman who plunged to her 

death in a hang gliding accident, chose to express God’s grace.  They asked that the man 

responsible for their daughter’s death not be deported because it would separate him 

from his family.)   

Imagine a world where our spending decisions were made not on the cheapest price but 

on the least impact on the planet earth.  

Imagine a church living with the funds generated not by what the budget said was 

needed, but because we have no other way of saying thank-you to the source of life  for 

grandchildren, or good health, or food, or community, or good work, or talents beyond 

our imagining.   

Paul stridently points out the clash of values, even though he’s operating from a place 

of fear and insecurity. In a previous letter the church has never seen, Paul has been 

chastised by the church he founded because he dared call them on their addictions to 

using knowledge as power, to measuring human worth in the hierarchy of spiritual 

gifts and to their participation in a corrupt and unjust marketplace.  Paul is undaunted 

and names the competing paradigms – the foolishness and the randomness of God’s 

grace, verses the unforgiving rigor and discipline of the world’s judgment.  

That prayer we pray; there is only one language ‚love and fear‛ is entirely what Paul is 

talking about.  And it’s within us to choose.  How shall we life?  How shall we show 

up?  In whom and upon what shall we place our trust?  The wisdom of this world is not 

God’s wisdom and in choosing wisely he adds:  

‚no eye has seen, nor ear heard, nor the human heart imagined, what God has 

prepared for those who love God.‛ 

Imagine, the choice to live into this wisdom is ours friends. Everything we need to 

know, everything we need to be is already within us.  ‘Within each of us likes the power 

of our consent to health and to sickness, to riches and to poverty, to freedom and to 

slavery.  It is we who control these, and not another.’ 

Imagine that this were true.  It is true, my friends.  All else is illusion.  Amen 


